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VII.

Creative incubators, 
hubs and quarters

Tereza Chrástová

One may easily get lost in the definitions of creative cluster, creative centre and creative 
quarter. Every year there are studies written about them, and in every city there are 
interesting spaces that, for some time, have failed to fulfil their original purpose. These 
sites are, in many cases, revived by creative businesses or the activities of cultural centres, 
which are lured to these places by their unusual atmosphere. Well known and popular 
creative spaces that often combine cultural activities with support for entrepreneurs in 
creative businesses are: Depot in Krakow and Fabryka Sztuki in Lodz, Poland; Cable Factory 
in Helsinki; Custard Factory in Birmingham, Stanica Zilina Culturenode or Tabacka; and 
Kasarne Kulturpark in Košice, Slovakia among others.

If creative businesses with similar focuses unite, creative clusters arise – often specifically 
oriented. This, theoretically, gives them a better chance to garner financial support and 
lobby at the local or national level; they can even act as a visible point (hub) for investors and 
institutions working with creative people. Generally speaking, clustering as the utilitarian 
linking of companies is not new — it began in the 19th century. Connecting companies 
with similar focuses is beneficial not only for themselves, but also for other members of 
the clusters (non-profit organizations, cities, universities and regions). Clustered entities 
have better access to finances, shared services and marketing, while they can lobby “as 
one man” for their interests. Additionally, thanks to their placement in one area, they are 
better visible for other companies and potential cooperation, and moderate competition 
motivates them to higher performance.

In another sense, creative clusters can take the form of individual creative centres, groups 
of buildings or entire quarters. Also, there is not a uniform opinion on what cultural and 
creative clusters ideally look like and how they work. They are often similar to each other in 
terms of their orientation, as actors tend to“copy” from well-functioning examples.

Which projects are more successful? Those created bottom-up, organically – when people, 
attracted by “genius loci” or cheap rent, move into rundown buildings or neighbourhoods, 
establishing their businesses or cultural projects there? Or should we purposefully build 
creative centres or quarters with active contribution from cities or government programs 
(like in Britain, France or the Netherlands), expecting them to boost the local economy? 
On the following pages we will see that both of these approaches can be effective, even 
sustainable, depending on the context, place and country. To prove successful, both models 
must follow one rule: clustered organizations have to cooperate for the sake of forming 
social ties and address the characteristics of local ecosystem.
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Developing a creative centre in Brno
A discussion to develop a creative cluster in Brno arose six years ago, with the working title 
Creative Centre Brno. This initiative was proposed by the city, specifically the City Strategy 
Office, to help to renovate the city brownfield and to provide working space to talented 
people, at a time when excellent private projects, such as Impact Hub, Industra, Malá 
Amerika (“The Little America”) and Bikeazyl were not yet running. These projects have 
since brought life into industrial buildings and railway facilities with their cultural activities, 
markets of all kinds and promotion of social entrepreneurship, making parts of the city 
significantly more attractive.

The Creative Centre was grounded in the Regional Innovation Strategy and other docu-
ments of the city, which certainly aided its initial manifestation. Visits from experts who 
participated in the development of creative centres and quarters in the Netherlands (in 
Breda, Rotterdam and the NDSM area of Amsterdam) and in the UK, as well as the inter-
national conference entitled Creative Brno that highlighted the impact of creativity on the 
city’s development and the necessity to provide background for talents. In this way, City 
Strategy Office planned to support the innovation eco-system (schools, R & D centres, 
technological companies) and create conditions for the development of cultural and cre-
ative industries, but also to inspire public interest in cultural events held tentatively in the 
brownfield of a former prison. The City Strategy Office thus convinced city councillors to 
stop the sale of this municipal property and dedicate it to the development of a creative 
centre.

The resulting project envisaged the creation of private workspaces in a former prison fa-
cility, as well as spaces accessible to the general public, such as an incubator to support 
entrepreneurship in the CCI, studios, halls, workshops, rehearsal rooms, a film office, a li-
brary, creative residences and an interactive exhibition about the history of the space. The 
Creative Centre would render the 8.000 sqm late-Baroque building and the surrounding 
neighbourhood more lively and attractive. An interesting house, which unfortunately car-
ries with it a history of political imprisonment (and later served as a regional archive in 
the latter part of the 20th century), is situated in the heart of the socially excluded area, 
unflatteringly nicknamed “The Brno Bronx.” However, the area is already popular with the 
individuals of the younger generation who are lured here by cultural diversity and the rel-
atively low flat prices. The centre would help improve the attractiveness of the location, 
offering spaces and support programs for business and culture, but also to complement 
what the surrounding area is still missing – public greens and shops.

To find out what condition this urban brownfield was in, how much its repairs would even-
tually cost, whether and how the project could be made sustainable and what its content 

could be, a feasibility study was conducted. A part of the Feasibility study of a centre in 
a former prison facility (JIC, 2014) also involved a mapping of cultural and creative indus-
tries. This mapping brought about positive results, showing that almost 20‚000 people 
work in the CCI in Brno, generating an annual turnover of CZK 24 billion. Strong sectors, 
measured by the number of employees, are architecture, design and advertising; success-
ful companies dealing in the development of video games (such as Amanita Design, 
which, with its games like Machinarium, Botanicula and Samorost, has yielded success in 
the US market) are growing throughout the city.
 
Since the beginning, we have informed the public about the project in the media and 
communicated the project to those who wanted to carry out their activities in the former 
prison (representatives of creative industries, universities and high schools, non-profit or-
ganizations, historians and residents of the surrounding neighbourhood). One meeting 
with a group of historians resulted in their filing an application for listing the building as 
a heritage sight. Hence, the project, unfortunately, became a political issue, in spite of the 
fact that this building stood for many years without garnering the interest of numerous 
people who were now making themselves “visible” on it. Opponents of the project, despite 
assurances that the city would approach the building in a sensitive way during its recon-
struction and that the city intended to revive the building while paying respect to its cul-
tural values, (a number of Brno’s important personalities went through that prison – po-
ets, writers and resistance fighters), some historians preferred to convert it into an archive 
or a museum of the crimes committed during communism. Notwithstanding the fact 
that the building has a varied history of more than two centuries and taking no interest in 
how their intents will contribute to the enlivening and attractiveness of the area, in early 
2016, the Ministry of Culture began the process of listing the building as a heritage sight.

It ought to be mentioned that subsidies for the repairs of heritage sights have been rather 
poor. The listing of a building as a heritage sight can make its repair works remarkably 
more expensive. For the time being, the reconstruction of this building (not yet as a herit-
age sight) has been estimated to cost about CZK 400 million (EUR 15 million). A historical 
survey will be conducted to account for what is valuable on the building, providing us with 
important data for an architectural auction. The city has finally started some minor repair 
work on the building, which should prevent its deterioration, while still allowing it to host 
events (festivals such as the increasingly popular Ghettofest, theatre performances, exhi-
bitions and lectures). The programming and management of these preliminary events will 
be entrusted to an interest association or a non-profit organization. It should not be en-
trusted to the city that, in many ways, is still inflexible, and must laboriously approve all 
events held in the facility. In order to be able, as soon as possible, to apply for European 
grants for the conversion of the building into a business support centre that also includes 
a cultural focus, following up on the feasibility study from 2014, an architectural design will 

http://www.kreativnibrno.cz/kreativni-odvetvi-brno/
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be drawn up on the basis of a public competition, evaluating the interests of all stakehold-
ers in the project – the city, city quarter, private investors, representatives of the CCI and 
schools.

The whole process of developing the Creative Centre may seem lengthy. It is, in fact, 
a large ordeal, as it was invoked by the need to verify the necessity of supporting CCI in 
the city. The original intention of the brownfield revitalization project addressed the im-
portance of municipal support for the CCI (not only financial) and became an incentive 
for the creation of a Facebook and web platform called Kreativní Brno, (“Creative Brno”) 
as well as for the development of a city plan to support cultural and creative industries.

Such a plan should suggest further supportive tools to keep talented people in the city, 
encourage the establishment of small and medium-sized enterprises, the connection of 
these within the city’s innovation eco-system and perhaps attract new investors to Brno 
using the potential of local creative people. A topical project, which is being prepared by 
the city in collaboration with the South Moravian Innovation Centre, is the so-called crea-
tive voucher, which aims to connect creative people with technological companies. The 
results of the CCI mapping are verified by a Cultural Parliament composed of CCI repre-
sentatives, and will also serve as the development of a Cultural Strategy that the city has 
yet to produce. The project has the potential to enable the city to get involved in several 
international networks (such as EUROCITIES: Cities and Regions of Culture).

Despite all the previous obstructions and prolongations, nowadays it appears that the 
project has made a significant step towards its implementation. A cooperative structure 
of project partners has yet to be formalized, but if all runs according to plan, the Cultural 
Centre might stand on its feet in four years. Already, there are some collateral effects of 
discussing and “researching” the Creative Centre project. An independent non-profit IN-
DUSTRA creative hub arose from the conversion of an industrial hall (former refrigeration 
storage facility), which is now a place for theatre, workshops, a fine art gallery and a café. 
IMPACT HUB, an international franchise of inspirational space focused on business devel-
opment, collaboration and social innovation, moved to another part of the city a year 
ago. Bajkazyl Brno is a welfare project built inside of a railway bridge, employing clients 
of the non-profit organization Ratolest; it features a bicycle repair shop, a café and rooms 
for cultural activities.

Inspiration
The Creative Centre Brno was inspired by many interesting projects, some of which lie out-
side Central Europe. Conversions of abandoned property or deprived neighbourhoods and 
their revival were performed excellently in the UK, the Netherlands and Germany with the 
support of cities and even as part of government programs. At the launch of the project in 
2010, we could not find much inspiration concerning similar projects initiated and financed 
by a city or a region in the Czech Republic. Nowadays, the situation seems to be much 
more colourful.

Ostrava

Ostrava not being selected as the European Capital of Culture in 2010 halted its ambitious 
plan to build a cultural district in its Černá louka (“Black Meadow”) zone. An international 
architectural competition was then won via an interesting study for the development of 
a “cultural meadow” drawn up by the Dutch studio Maxwan. Despite the fact the big plan 
never came true, an independent cultural site called COOLtour has since been estab-
lished on the former exhibition grounds adjacent to the city centre. The energy surround-
ing the city’s candidacy for the European Capital of Culture also spread into the area of 
Dolní Vítkovice, which is located a considerable distance from the city centre. There, pri-
vate investors, or more specifically an association of legal entities titled Dolní oblast Vítk-
ovice (“Lower Vítkovice Area”), using their own finances as well as European funds, have 
gradually implemented a spectacular conversion of a compound, which is listed as a na-
tional heritage sight, and where production of pig iron was discontinued after 170 years in 
1998. This locality was extended to the neighbouring Hlubina coal mine, which has now 
been transformed into a cultural centre and CINEport, called Provoz Hlubina by a group 
of cultural promoters, professionals and enthusiasts. Concerts and exhibitions are held in 
the former gas storage facility Gong. Dolní oblast Vítkovice, where visitors can take 
a tour of blast furnaces, also features an exhibition of the world of technology and has 
been popular recently has a venue for the Colours of Ostrava – a multi-genre music festi-
val.

Pilsen

The city of Plzen obtained the title of the European Capital of Culture, and it accelerated 
the rise of the cultural centre called DEPO2015. The space also features a program to 
support startups, a co-working office, a café and makerspace workshops. Following the 
end of the European Capital of Culture year, the Depo2015 is now facing a major chal-
lenge concerning its sustainability, however the city municipality has promised support.
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Prague

The capital city holds a large number of acupuncture projects, which arose “from the bot-
tom”:

MeetFactory was founded in 2001, and is located in a railway facility Smíchov, which is in 
an unusual location between a motorway and a railway line. It is a non-profit internation-
al centre of contemporary art, whose program is shaped by dramaturgical lines, music, 
theatre, a contemporary art gallery and the largest Czech studio residency program for 
foreign artists. Plechárna is a local community, leisure and cultural centre with amenities 
for a wide range of sporting activities. The project includes leisure-time halls, a music re-
hearsal room, a clubroom, a café and a community garden. It is a place for hangouts that 
help the overall revival of the Černý Most housing estate at the outskirts of Prague. Krym-
ská Street in Prague – Vršovice, despite its small size, is a concentration of creative studios, 
cafés and bistros.

In the very centre of the city, in several historic buildings in the Old Town Square, Kreativní 
klastr Praha (“Creative Cluster Prague”), is being developed with the support of the city 
and Charles University. The intention is to promote the image of Prague as a creativity 
centre in the Czech Republic through a revival and remaking of the city centre, which cur-
rently bears a label of a tourist Disneyland.

A real creative quarter should arise from the Prague 7 city district, which already houses 
traditional galleries, progressive theatres, co-working centres, restaurants, bistros and 
markets. Time will show whether something similar to Shoreditch in East London might be 
built in the Czech Republic.

Zlín

Following Zlín’s DNA as an important traditional centre of entrepreneurship (the BATA 
shoe factory), design, multimedia and architecture, Zlínský kreativní klastr (“Zlin Crea-
tive Cluster”) is being established. The initiator of the project is the Faculty of Multimedia 
Communications at Tomáš Baťa University in Zlín. Other members come from companies 
operating in the audio-visual and design industries, representatives of advertising and 
marketing agencies, cultural institutions, civic associations and the city itself. In this case, 
the clustering is used for networking, garnering better funding of projects from European 
grants, financing startups, educational programs for schools, the internationalization of 
CCI companies seated in Zlín and, most significantly, to support and retain the creative 
people who graduated from the university in Zlín.

Slovakia

A relatively high number of interesting projects can be found in Slovakia, which is more 
progressive in supporting CCI compared to the Czech Republic. Interestingly enough, the 
more visible projects are situated outside the capital city of Bratislava.

Stanica Zilina-Culturenode, an independent cultural and educational space and the 
first of its kind in Slovakia, has been in operation since 2003 at the Žilina-Záriečie railway 
station. Stanica is run by a civil association named Truc sphérique. Progressive cultural 
projects, as well as educational and social events, attract Stanica people from both the 
local community and the surrounding areas. Stanica organizes over 200 events each year, 
such as creative workshops, theatre and film shows, exhibitions and an international resi-
dency program. Stanica’s projects are set up to support the intersectionality of art and 
economic development.

The original railway station building from 1940’s was extended with an adjacent theatre 
hall. The compound also features a café, studios, offices, residential spaces and a garden, 
and the association maintains a piece of the adjacent park, which has since been con-
verted to an official graffiti wall. The building is still available as a waiting room for the lo-
cal trains.

The executives of Stanica form its main management, which deals with finances, net-
working, projects and fundraising. At the second management level there are those who 
are responsible for program content, as well as technicians and international volunteers. 
Stanica is an excellent example of a sustainable initiative developed from the bottom-up 
by active creative people. Creativity and innovation are backed by a coherent business 
plan and stable partnerships with local firms, schools, the city and the region. Around 300 
volunteers who contributed not only with technical skills but also with material supplies 
aided in the renovation of the building. The Stanica project is now self-financed, thanks to 
renting of premises for conferences, and social events. Additional income is generated 
from the sale of original theatrical productions, provision of educational programs for 
schools, from the bar and from ticket sales for the performances. Stanica was created at 
a time when structural funds were not available for its establishment and cultural con-
tent, and its potential positive impact on the neighbourhood had not yet been understood 
and appreciated. In the course of time, the Stanica concept won much deserved attention 
and had a positive impact on cohesion and community development (it boasts some 
20‚000 visitors each year). As a result, Stanica has successfully obtained European subsi-
dies, as well as municipal and state grants (such as the International Visegrad Fund and 
subsidies from the Ministry of Culture of the Slovak Republic).
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In addition to Stanica, the association Truc sphérique, which performs an ongoing search 
for additional possibilities of inspiration and development, has dedicated itself since 2011 
to the reconstruction and running of the Žilina’s New Synagogue, Kunsthalle, in the style 
of Bauhaus.

For the sake of experience, Stanica is involved in many international collaboration plat-
forms. For example, it is part of a network of independent and non-profit cultural institu-
tions, Trans Europe Halles. Nowadays, it is comprised of around 60 projects, and was es-
tablished based on civic activities converting abandoned industrial facilities and other 
property into premises hosting contemporary art and socio-cultural activities.

Košice, the biggest city in eastern Slovakia, is home to the project Tabačka-Kulturfabrik, 
a cultural centre developed by the civic association Bona Fide long before the city’s suc-
cessful candidacy for the European Capital of Culture. Tabačka will soon, with the contri-
bution of the region, turn from a cultural centre into a creative entrepreneurship support 
centre – a creative incubator. Thanks to winning the ECOC competition, the city was able 
to implement another CCI support project: a large-scale redevelopment of the former 
army barracks into Kasarně-Kulturpark. Both centres in Košice hence provide a wide 
range of supporting activities for their tenants and visitors – studios, exhibition rooms, 
rental space at reasonable prices, co-working offices, specialized workshops and consul-
tancy in the creative entrepreneurship.

Poland

From the example of the Łódź in central Poland it can be seen how important it is to have 
specific projects as a part of the strategic considerations of a city or region. The post-in-
dustrial city of Łódź established its development strategy on the use of local cultural 
wealth for social inclusion and revitalization of the area. One facet of the development 
documents of the city is the support for culture: not only for institutions (galleries, the-
atres, museums), but for the creation of a knowledge-based economy. A Culture Develop-
ment Program was created in cooperation with local stakeholders. The city’s marketing 
strategy sees Łódź as the Polish capital of creative industries and regeneration on industri-
al heritage (mainly textile) through culture and entrepreneurship is an important issue. 
Internationally well-perceived Fabryka Sztuki in Łódź is a city business and culture insti-
tution located in the premises of the 19th century factory complex. The organization was 
jointly founded by the Łódź city, Łódź Art Center Foundation and the Chorea Theatre As-
sociation. The regeneration of more than 7000 sq meters was financed by European funds 
and the city. The art incubator provides space and practical support to starting entrepre-
neurs, and the site also serves as a place for wide range of culture and private business 
events.

Hungary

In the Hungarian town of Pécs, The Cultural Creative Industry Cluster was created as 
part of the candidacy for the European Capital of Culture in 2007, with the aim to support 
the ecosystem long after the ECOC program. The creative cluster hence acts as an um-
brella for many cultural and creative organizations throughout the region. Struck by the 
closure of coal mines, the city of Pécs decided to deal actively with the deteriorating eco-
nomic situation, including culture and creative industries as an important pillar of devel-
opment. The cultural and creative cluster endeavours to promote craftsmanship and to 
provide necessary qualifications for the creative, while involving local stakeholders in inter-
national networks and projects. Thanks to its systematic support for CCI and varied cul-
tural offer, the town has become attractive again for young people who remain in the city 
after graduation, and many of them establish creative businesses there. The sustainable 
cluster project is funded through membership fees and activities for its members. Pécs 
made use of its funding from the ECoC with many other projects, which have required, in 
contrast to the formation of the cluster, a massive city co-financing of almost EUR 100 
million.

Conclusion
In the last few years, a large number of cultural and creative centres and clusters – individ-
ual buildings or compounds of quarters – have grown in Central Europe. Entire creative 
neighbourhoods profile themselves with a high concentration of cultural and creative ac-
tivities. It almost seems that Europe has been affected by a “creative” epidemic. In some 
places, the clusters – centres, often bringing new chances for deserted buildings, have tak-
en over or substituted the functions of traditional institutions that every “proper” city was 
supposed to have at the beginning of the last century, be it a theatre, a gallery, a culture 
house or a chamber of commerce. While at the beginning of the 21st century similar pro-
jects were created mainly from the “bottom-up,” either as non-profit projects, entrepre-
neurial or philanthropic projects of private investors, nowadays there is a visible trend of 
an active (not only financial) role of the municipalities, regions and universities, in some 
cities triggered by the candidacy for the European Capital of Culture.

It is interesting to observe how some management and content models are repeated and 
how individual projects “copy” one another. It is essential, however, that these spaces re-
spond to the specific nature of the place, the local DNA. Because only this way, especially 
if similar projects multiply, can they properly serve the community. This means to moti-
vate talented and creative people and innovators to continue their creative activities in 
those places, contributing to the local development and quality of life.
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